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Abstract:

Many of a large scale face identification systems operates on databases containing images showing heads in
multiple poses (from frontal to full profiles). However, as it was shown in the paper, off-the-shelf methods
are not able to take advantage of this particular data structure. The main idea behind our work was to adapt
the methods proposed for multi-view and semi-3D objects classification to the multi-pose face recognition
problem. The proposed approach involves neural network training with proxy embeddings and building the
gallery templates out of aggregated samples. A benchmark testing scenario is proposed for the purpose of the
problem, which is based on the linked gallery and probes databases. The gallery database consists of multipose face images taken under controlled conditions, and the probes database contains samples of in-the-wild
type. Both databases must be linked, having at least partially common labels. Two variants of the proposed
training procedures were tested, namely, the neighbourhood component analysis with proxies (NCA-proxies)
and the triplet margin loss with proxies (triplet-proxies). It is shown that the proposed methods perform better
than models trained with cross-entropy loss and than off-the-shelf methods. Rank-1 accuracy was improved
from 48.82% for off-the-shelf baseline to 86.86% for NCA-proxies. In addition, transfer of proxy points
between two independently trained models was discussed, similarly to hyper-parameters transfer methodology.
Proxy embeddings transfer opens a possibility of training two domain-specific networks with respect to two
datasets identification schema.

1

INTRODUCTION

In many face identification applications there is a need
to identify low-quality in-the-wild samples against the
high-quality gallery with face images in several poses.
While this setup is typical for various surveillance
systems, police identification engines etc., problem
is not often distinguished from standard in-the-wild
identification scenario. Here we assume that at least
one part of the data can be more controlled and cover
a wider range of facial views. In fact, testing the behaviour of such systems require two specific linked
databases. One, which we call the gallery database,
consists of several face images in various poses for
each individual. The second database, namely, probes
database, typically contains many low-quality images. What is important, both databases must be
linked in a way that some individuals are represented
in both parts. Databases, that meet all these requirements, are hardly available, so it was necessary to put
some work into adjusting existing sets.
a
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The gallery face images should be of higher quality and are obtained under controlled conditions. Acquisition procedure is usually designed by a specialists who define lighting, background, head positions and camera settings. These datasets usually
include multiple, but constant set of poses for each
subject, like the mug shot photography taken in police stations, or registries of people in administrative
databases. The second type of images, namely the
faces in-the-wild, are the most common type of images in the real-world recognition. They can be taken
in varying lighting conditions, with noisy background
and using different acquisition devices. Both types of
images need to be confronted in the face identification applications. Two identification problems of the
above type can be considered. First, given a watch list
of gallery images, one wants to identify faces among
the in-the-wild set. Secondly, given the in-the-wild
image of face, one wants to identify its corresponding gallery set label. We are interested here in the
latter problem, namely, identification of in-the-wild
samples in the multiple-pose gallery database. The
most important point is to make full use of the gallery
resources.
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Figure 1: Sample images from Quis-campi dataset. First
row: gallery images of a person in 3 predefined poses (images were cropped to show only the face areas). Second
row: same person, frames from an outdoor surveillance system. Third row: a few frames sampled from a video of rotating head having uniform green background.

It was noticed, that there exist plenty of a very
large datasets containing face images in-the-wild, for
example Labeled Faces in the Wild (Huang et al.,
2007) or the datasets which belong to NIST Face
Recognition Challenges, like IJCB-C IARPA Janus
Benchmark (Maze et al., 2018). We are aware that the
top algorithms submitted to solve the problems stated
in these benchmarks should also perform well in our
task. However, it is hard to construct linked databases
for in-the-wild to multi-view identification as we defined here using only unconstrained datasets.
Proposed here methods are based on generating
face descriptors with deep convolutional networks.
Multi-pose gallery properties enable to aggregate the
face descriptors belonging to the same subject. Aggregation can be realized at various processing stages:
or by pooling descriptors or by altering the structure of network and merging the features inside the
model. Approach with descriptor averaging can be
applied also to off-the-shelf methods, referenced below as baseline methods. However, in sec. 4.1 it
is shown that the solution based on watch-list created with aggregated baseline gallery templates only
slightly outperform accuracy of the baseline system
that uses frontal images. In other words, multi-pose
properties do not boost the identification quality without re-training the underlying networks. We therefore
decided to focus on improving algorithms for generating multi-view face templates.

2

DATASETS PREPARATION

In the proposed identification scenario we require face
images database to be consisted of two datasets. One
dataset, called here the gallery, includes controlled
images, where each person is represented by multiple
514

images with various head poses. Controlled images
are understood as the images having uniform background, good lighting conditions, no occlusions and
showing a face in one of a predefined views. The second dataset, called here the probes set, contains images in-the-wild of the same individuals as the ones
present the gallery subset. Assembling these datasets
was quite challenging. Aside from the widely available separate multi-view face databases and large inthe-wild databases, it is difficult to find face databases
with two linked dataset: gallery and in-the-wild, with
non-empty set of common individuals.
A publicly available database of images closest to
our requirements is Quis-campi database (Quis-campi
dataset, 2015). Its size is yet not sufficient considering current trends in training and testing face recognition algorithms. Unprocessed version of this database
contains images of 280 users but the common part of
the gallery and the probes subsets consisted only of
images of 170 different persons.

2.1 Quis-Campi - Face and Silhouette
Database
Quis-campi is a database for biometric recognition in
surveillance environments. It was collected in the SOCIA Lab at the University of Beira Interior in Covilhã,
Portugal. A part of it was utilised in facial identification competition (Proença et al., 2018). It is composed of various types of imaging data divided into
two subsets which reflect the division introduced before: gallery set and probes set (faces in-the-wild).
In the gallery dataset every person is represented
by three high quality photographs of the full silhouette in frontal, left profile and right profile pose. Additionally, the gallery set includes video sequences
showing rotating head of the same person. The video
frames have high resolution, do not contain any additional objects occluding faces and are captured indoors on green uniform background. The second
dataset, namely the probes set is acquired using an
outdoor surveillance system. Frames containing faces
were extracted automatically by the system and then
manually labeled by the authors of database. These
images show people from a distance, not looking into
a camera and in poor lighting conditions.
Data from Quis-campi required many processing
steps to be functional as a component of training neural networks procedure. We needed to merge some
parts of it to create the coherent subsets. Faces were
detected automatically using dlib face detector (King,
2009) and then cropped to contain only the face areas.
The resulting 3 face images per person in the gallery
are not enough for further processing, so the gallery
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was extended by selected frames from the rotating
head videos. We hand-picked the frames that contain head in a certain pose, and cropped the images.
From each video sequence, 5 frames were extracted:
1 with frontal face, 2 with profiles (left and right), 2
with half-profiles (left and right). Therefore we ended
up with 10 gallery samples per person having predefined labelled poses. The pose labels were saved and
known during the training. The probes subset was
processed using the same face detector, but the pose
remained unknown. Some identity labels were manually adjusted, especially in cases where the probe image contained more than one face. For the purpose of
our experiment we excluded individuals which were
only in a single dataset (gallery or probes). Eventually, we gathered 1700 images in a gallery subset
with 170 individuals, and 2806 images in probes subset with the same 170 individuals. Every person was
represented by exactly 10 gallery samples, and on the
average 16.5 probe samples.

3

MULTI-POSE FACE
TEMPLATES WITH PROXY
EMBEDDINGS

The main idea behind the proposed method is to adapt
some of the novel algorithms for the multi-view image recognition to the considered task of multi-pose
face identification.
The basic approach of working with face images
of high pose variation is to apply the pose correction techniques. Images are transformed to contain
faces in one common view. In case of face frontalization, every face is turned into a frontal portrait. The
frontalization improves the performance of recognition, what was shown in paper (Banerjee et al., 2018),
yet it causes some information loss due to uniformity
of such transformation.
To address the problem of effective use of multipose images, many other solutions were proposed.
Solutions are predominantly based on specialized
deep network models that accept the input in form
of multi-view image sequence, like in the mv-cnn approach (Su et al., 2015). In mv-cnn identification, features from distinct samples presenting the same subject are pooled at one of network layers to generate
a single aggregated descriptor. The aggregated descriptor is capable of learning 3D characteristics of
subject shown from various perspectives. However,
in the case of pure convolutional architecture of network, the number of views representing one subject is
often expected to be fixed.

Since in our database the number of multi-view
samples is not as large as it might be in other multiview objects datasets with hundreds of views per object, it was hard to train new multi-view network.
Therefore multi-view descriptors [MV] are realized
as the averages of the single sample descriptors. The
probes images are always encoded in a single-view
mode. Nevertheless, we point the mv-cnn architecture as the next step in the method development after collecting the data that will allow us to train the
model from scratch. Still, the aggregated descriptors
are found to be performing better than the single-view
ones [SV], see Sec.4.1.
The idea that we found particularly interesting for
the task of managing multi-view data was introduced
in (Ho et al., 2019). The authors proposed the Pose
Invariant Embeddings, which allows to train the network simultaneously against multi-view and singleview object representations by introducing a novel
similarity metrics. The training procedure was presented for 3 image classification and retrieval systems: the pose-invariant CNNs, the pose-invariant
proxies and the pose-invariant triplet centers. The
first is based on multi-view networks and the second
two utilize the concept of proxy learning proposed
in (Movshovitz-Attias et al., 2017). We follow some
of the concepts proposed in the last two papers and
train our network with two loss functions: the neighbourhood component analysis-based function (NCA)
and the triplet margin loss.

3.1 Facial Features Embedding using
Neural Networks
The core part of our template modeling method is realized using convolutional networks. We based on
VGG-Face model, which is described in paper (Parkhi
et al., 2015). Network transforms the input samples
X = {x1 , x2 ..xN } into the feature embedding space
g(X) in which they can be compared. Values of the
embeddings g(X) are obtained from the descriptor
layer LD which is a fully connected layer set to have
predefined size. In case of VGG-Face model size of
descriptor layer LD is equal to 4096 and it is a penultimate layer in the whole structure. In our models the
size of this layer is set to 2048 (obviously excluding
the case when we test off-the-shelf methods). The
cross-entropy loss function requires additional classification layer LC to compute class-related probabilities. Number of neurons in LC is adequate to the number of classes in the training dataset. In our case it is
equal to the number of users in Quis-campi dataset,
which is 170. The true label of a user for a sample
x is marked as c(x). Even if a loss is calculated on
515
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Figure 2: Toy example of learning with two-dimensional (size of network’s descriptor layer is equal to 2) proxy embeddings
for a 7-class dataset. Left: embeddings after the initialization. Colors represent the true class labels. For clarity, the 7 class
proxies (star-marked) are distributed uniformly on the unit hypersphere. Right: position of embeddings in final stage. Here
embeddings are not `2 normalized (which is normally done in all other experiments). Embeddings of samples belonging to
the same class are well separated and enclosing their associated proxies.

the output of LC layer (cross-entropy approach), at the
validation stage sample similarities are computed on
the output of descriptor layer LD by employing nearest neighbor classifier.
Distance learning technique, like triplet learning
with max margin loss, operates directly on descriptors and do not need classification layer LC to be computed. However, triplet learning requires forming the
input samples in a specific way. Triplets are formed
from 3 input samples (x, y+, z−). The first sample x
is called anchor, the second one is a sample belonging
to the same class as anchor c(x) = c(y), and the third
belongs to the impostor class c(x) 6= c(z). Because
of the large number of triplets combinations, training
procedure requires some mining techniques applied to
find the examples carrying the most meaningful information.

3.2

Application of Proxies

One of the solutions to accelerate the training and to
limit the number of triplets is the idea of proxies proposed in (Movshovitz-Attias et al., 2017). Proxies are
the points embedded in the same space as the descriptors and are intended to represent the original training
set. They can play a significant role as a modification
of loss functions used for neural network training.
Each point in the training set has one proxy associated with it. As we decided to use the static proxy
assignment, the proxies are directly associated with
class labels, and this association does not change during execution of the algorithm. Having a set of proxies P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pK } and knowing the label c(x)
for each input point, we define the proxy of an input point x as proxy of its class: p(x) = pc(x) . In our
method number of proxies is equal to the number of
class labels K, but in general they do not have to be
equal, however in the source paper this variant gives
the best results.
Idea of proxies is applicable to a wide range
516

of training methods. We test it with two types of
loss functions: the triplet loss (max-margin loss) and
the one based on neighbourhood component analysis
NCA described in paper (Goldberger et al., 2005).
Following the training procedure proposed
in (Movshovitz-Attias et al., 2017), the standard
triplet formulation (x, y, z) is replaced by the triplets
using proxy embeddings (x, p(x), p(Z)), where p(x)
is a proxy representative of the positive example x,
and p(Z) is a representative of all negative comparisons. Note that the number of negative comparisons
is equal to K − 1 where K is the number of class
labels (and proxy points as well). It is dramatically
smaller than in the case of standard triplets.
Triplet loss function with proxy embeddings used
in this work will be referred further as the tripletproxies. It is based on standard max-margin loss function with the negative and positive embeddings replaced by its proxies.

LT RI (x, p(x), p(z)) = max d(g(x), p(x))

(1)


−d(g(x), p(z)) + M, 0

where M is the margin parameter, d(g(x), p(x)) is
the Euclidean distance between the embedding g(x)
of sample x and its proxy embedding p(x), while
d(g(x), p(z)) is the distance between the sample embedding g(x) and proxy embedding of the negative
class c(x) 6= c(z). The triplet margin loss is one of
the loss functions that represent the distance-learning
approach in deep neural networks.
Proxy embeddings can be applied to classification
learning as well. Neighbourhood component analysis (NCA) with proxy embeddings is an example
of such application. Identification made by model
trained with NCA loss will be referred further as
NCA-proxies.
LNCA (x, p(x), p(Z)) = − log



exp(−d(g(x),p(x)))
∑ p(z)∈p(Z) exp(−d(g(x),p(z)))



(2)
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where the meaning of x, p(x) and p(Z) are similar to
those in (1). Both the embeddings of the training set
g(X) and the proxy embeddings P are `2 -normalized.
Proxy points are randomly initialized at the beginning of each training fold and kept constant during
the training session.
In a multi-view variant [MV] of network training we use aggregated embeddings g(Xn ) in place
of single-view embeddings g(x). Triplets must be
formed accordingly to loss functions modification
to contain set of samples instead of single sample
(Xn , p(Xn ), p(Z)).

3.3

Evaluation Scenario and Batch
Sampling

For identification evaluation, we divided the database
into a training and a validation parts. As our dataset
has two components, we obtained four sets: the training gallery set, the validation gallery set, the training
probes set and the validation probes set. This specific
structure need to be considered in a cross-validation
division. In each fold, we take Nv samples per person from the gallery set and Nq samples per person
from the probes set to be included in the validation
part. For that reason, it is required that each user in
the gallery set is represented by at least 2 ∗ Nv samples
and by 2 ∗ Nq samples in the probes set. In our experiments employing Quis-campi database, Nv and Nq are
both set to 3. A single gallery images of a particular
view was drawn randomly in case of many samples of
the same view of an individual. Each result discussed
in our work is the average of 5 random folds created
according to the above guidelines. All of the data in a
training set was augmented using random crops, rotation and small colour modifications.
The code used in our experiments was prepared
in Pytorch framework. VGG-Face with pre-trained
weights is used as a baseline model in comparisons.
At the validation stage the descriptors are compared
using the cosine distance metric. The ranking lists are
then formed and the cumulative match curves (CMC)
calculated. We evaluate the algorithms using Rank1 and Rank-3 identification metrics. However, in table 1, a verification metric is also presented to show
the full picture of algorithms’ performance. In this order we use the area under the receiver-operator curve
(ROC) index.

4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Baseline: Off-the-shelf Method
Evaluation
Identification of the probes images in the multi-pose
gallery set can be approached in various ways. One
of the simplest - baseline - approaches is to apply an
off-the-shelf facial recognition algorithm. Within this
line, we used the VGG-Face with pre-trained weights
and build several baseline tests. We used this model
without any modification - the penultimate layer of
the convolutional network produced the output of size
4096 to be used as the face descriptor g(x).

Figure 3: Multi-pose face identification using off-theshelf methods. Cumulative match score curves computed
for the Quis-campi dataset for 5 cases: all with the gallery
samples including all 3 poses with the most similar retrieved; frontal, left, and right, with the gallery images only
of certain poses, and averaged with the pose descriptors averaged for each gallery sample. The shaded areas are within
1 − σ limits. While all the results are inferior, the average
case gives the best results, the frontal is the second, then all.
The left and right galleries are the worst.

First, we used the baseline approach to encode all
facial templates, regarding of pose (the all test). In
the next 3 baseline tests, we compare the probe with
only single-pose gallery images. For compatibility,
we follow the same cross-validation procedure (Sec.
3.3) for all tests. At every fold, three gallery images
are drawn that contain one frontal image, one left profile and one right profile. We thus tested the probes
images with frontal-face-only watch-list (the frontal
test) and repeated testing with left-sided-only (the
left test) and right-side-only gallery lists (the right
test). The last option we considered is using a gallery
with the aggregated descriptor, namely with all three
gallery samples averaged (the average test). Note that
in the all test the gallery set is 3 times larger than in
517
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the other four cases. The first image with a correct
label is counted as the hit when determining the cumulative match score (minimal distance strategy).
The results shown in graph 3 was the average of 5
cross-validation folds.
The highest Rank-1 accuracy is obtained for the
watch-list build with template aggregation approach
and it is equal to 48.78%. Next results in order belong to frontal images case (Rank-1=43.02%) and to
the all-images gallery (Rank-1=41.18%). Not surprisingly, watch-lists constructed from profile pictures
dramatically decrease the accuracy (23.88% for left
profiles and 25.29% for right). The fact that the aggregated descriptors give the best results is promising.
They are, however, very close to those obtained with
only frontal faces gallery. The profile images seem
to degenerate identification and without retraining the
network hence it is not very beneficial to include them
in the gallery watch-list at all.

4.2

Results: Proxy Embeddings in
Multi-Pose Face Identification

Evaluation of identification with proxy embeddings
is made for models trained with the use of 3 methods: cross-entropy with respect to class labels (called
shortly cross-entropy), NCA with proxy embeddings
(NCA-proxies) and triplet loss with proxy embedding
(triplet proxies). As the baseline, we used the best results obtained in previous experiment, namely baseline frontal and baseline averaged.
We add identification accuracy computed with
VGG-Face model, where the gallery is created only
from frontal views (baseline - frontal) and from averaged descriptors (baseline average. In every case, the
probes samples are identified within the gallery samples.
Two types of matching approaches are considered:
the first is to match a probe sample against a single
view SV) gallery sample, and second is to match a
probe sample against the multi-view gallery sample
MV).
When matching against multi-view gallery samples, the view set is created from 3 gallery samples
drawn with respect to frontal, left side, and right side
samples. Validation is performed by application of
the cumulative match score curve. In final comparison we consider Rank-1 and Rank-3 metric. All methods are based on the network are the same, except for
the training loss function (cross-entropy)
Detailed information about the identification and
recognition rates are summarized in Tab. 1. As it can
be observed in Fig. 4, the best results were obtained
for model trained with NCA-proxies. NCA-proxies
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Figure 4: Multi-pose face identification with proxy embeddings. The CMC curves for identification of probes
samples in multi-pose Quis-campi dataset gallery. Each
classifier was trained with NCA-proxies and the crossentropy loss in two versions: with the list created from
single-view images (SV) and created from multi-view images (MV). For comparison, the best baseline result for untrained classifier using VGG-Face model is also shown.

method achieved Rank-1 of 86.67% for the singleview gallery and 86.86% for the multi-view gallery.
triplet-proxies method is slightly worse in this case.
Rank-1 rate for triplet-proxies was 74.00% for singleview and 76.35% for the multi-view gallery. Gallery
database built of multi-view descriptors gives in all
cases better results than for the single-view galleries.
Gain of Rank-1 accuracy for NCA-proxies is by about
78% as compared to the off-the-shelf method and by
32% compared to model trained with cross-entropy.
Results for face identification with proxy embeddings are very favorable, especially if we consider the
fact that it allows us to manipulate the classifier behaviour directly at the embedding layer. This conclusion raises the question if it is possible to train two
models with the same set of proxy points and whether
the descriptors in these two models can be used to
match samples from different domains.

4.3 Proxy Transfer
As well as the weights of the deep neural network,
the proxy points can be transferred between the training sessions. The main goal of the proxy-related loss
functions is to establish the embeddings of samples
that belong to a given class to be near the associated
proxy points. Consequently, the embeddings should
maintain this property when trained on two distinct
datasets. The embeddings created by two different
models, but estimated basing on the same set of proxy
points and also the same set of associations, can be
used in a single evaluation scenario. To check this
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Table 1: Summary of evaluation metrics for the probe samples identification against the multi-pose gallery samples from the
Quis-campi dataset. Rank-1 and Rank-3 identification accuracies are presented along with the area under (AUC) receiveroperator curve (ROC). The table covers the results of 3 experiments discussed in this works: the identification with off-theshelf methods (Fig. 3), the training with proxy embeddings (Fig. 4) and the application of proxy transfer (Fig. 5).

Method
NCA-proxies
Triplet-proxies
Cross-entropy

Baseline

Proxy transfer (NCA-proxies)

single-view [SV]
multi-view [MV]
single-view [SV]
multi-view [MV]
single-view [SV]
multi-view [MV]
all images gallery
frontal images gallery
left images gallery
right images gallery
averaged gallery
single-view [SV]
multi-view [MV]

idea, we set up an experiment in which we train two
independent models that share the architecture and
the dictionary of proxy points. By dictionary, we
mean the values of embeddings and label of the related classes. The models were trained on two exclusive subsets of Quis-campi database: one on the
gallery set and one on the ‘in the wild’ probes set.
The evaluation is performed in the same way as in the
previous experiments. Both models were trained employing NCA with proxy embedding (NCA-proxies).
The gallery watch-list is built using the gallery model,
either in a form of single-view or multi-view descriptors. The probes are encoded using the probes model
they are matched with the gallery descriptors during
evaluation.

Rank-3
90.49%
93.43%
83.33%
87.69%
74.98%
81.29%
56.20%
60.12%
46.00%
47.65%
64.20%
83.53%
89.47%

ROC-AUC
0.9930
0.9941
0.9817
0.9842
0.9708
0.9774
0.8955
0.9033
0.8942
0.8964
0.9259
0.9827
0.9869

Our preliminary results in proxy transfer do not
surpass the single model approach, but they are
close despite the independent training. Rank-1 for
multi-view gallery identification with proxy transfer
is 72.47% and Rank-3 reaches the level of 89.47%.
However, validation results need to be improved because of the relatively high variance of Rank-1 (it is
visible in figure 5), σ of Rank-1 is about 5%. The results obtained with proxy transfer are still much better
than for off-the-shelf method.
Our intuition behind this approach is to create a
possibility of building two domain-specific models:
one for the multi-pose controlled images (possibly
based on some modification of mv-cnn architecture)
and the second for the data-in-the wild. The second
model can be adapted to the images acquired from the
particular source, e.g. for certain types of surveillance
systems.

5

Figure 5: Proxy transfer. CMC curve for the identification of probe samples in the multi-pose Quis-campi dataset
gallery. For the proxy transfer, two distinct models were
trained, one only on the gallery samples and the second only
on the probe samples, with the same sets of proxy points set.
All models were trained using NCA-proxies loss.

Rank-1
86.67%
86.86%
74.00%
76.35%
60.47%
65.88%
41.18%
43.02%
30.78%
32.86%
48.82%
70.13%
72.47%

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a new method for multiple-pose face
identification was proposed, based on proxy embeddings in combination with two loss functions: the
triplet loss and the neighbourhood component analysis loss. A benchmark scenario was introduced for
training and testing image recognition from uncontrolled in-the wild probes to multi-view gallery. The
application of the new method results in a large increase of the identification rates. Alongside, it was
demonstrated that one cannot benefit from multi-pose
image databases without changing the model structure or retraining the network to the specific task.
There is still a space for increasing the full poten519
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tial of the presented methodology. The most important step would consist of creating larger and more
diversified datasets. It would be then possible to perform parallel training on two models with different architectures: one specialized in multi-pose controlled
face photographs and the second for uncontrolled images or for images coming from a predefined type of
capture device. It was shown here that the network
training can be set up in the way that embeddings in
both models are forced to enclose to same set of proxy
points.
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